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Abst ract .  This paper presents techniques for reverse ngineering of re- 
lational database applications. The target of such an effort is the defini- 
tion of a fully equipped object-oriented view of the relational database, 
including methods and constraints. Such views can be seen as a full speci- 
fication of the database semantics, aiding for example in the identification 
of semantic heterogeneity among interoperable databases. 
The general problem of translating from an imperative programming 
language nvironment to a declarative context such as provided by our 
target OODML is very hard. However, we show that the specific fea- 
tures of database application software allow for the development of a 
framework geared towards the particular problems encountered in this 
context. 
1 In t roduct ion  
With the success of object-orientation in complex application domains, an in- 
terest in reverse engineering of legacy relational databases into object-oriented 
specifications has been risen. Such a specification can be seen as defining a view 
of the relational database in terms of an object-oriented data model. The deriva- 
tion of such a view has received considerable attention in literature. However, 
current work (e.g. [2,3,7]) is concerned with the structural side of such views only, 
i.e. the translation of a relational schema into a corresponding object structure. 
While such views are adequate as an interface for data interchange, they neglect 
the additional possibility of the object-oriented model to specify behaviour as 
well, thus obtaining a high-level specification of both the relational database 
and its application software. 
In [10] we proposed to equip object-oriented views of relational databases 
with methods and constraints extracted from application programs on these 
databases, thus making semantics embedded in these applications explicitly 
available at the view level. As a first step in achieving this, we presented an algo- 
r ithm for translating SQL-statements on a relational schema to object methods 
on the corresponding object-oriented schema. To fully satisfy the demands de- 
fined above, however, we need to address the issue of reverse ngineering eneral 
database application code. This is the subject of the present paper. 
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Views thus obtained may serve various purposes. They may serve as a gradual 
migration mechanism to an OODBMS, storing new data in the object database, 
but obtaining old values from the legacy database; they may ease maintenance 
of the legacy database; they may encourage re-use of code by developing new 
applications on top of this view; and they may serve as a means of identifying 
semantic heterogeneity among legacy databases for which interoperability mech- 
anisms are developed. Semantic heterogeneity arises when data stemming from 
different modelling environments should be brought into a uniform semantical 
context. It is then often hard to determine whether data from different sources 
has a comparable meaning. In the words of [5], 'The extraction of semantics from 
application programs is central to the practical identification and resolution of 
semantic heterogeneity. Much of the meaning of data in existing data-intensive 
systems is embedded in code; a prerequisite to solving semantic differences i  
specifying them in a manner conducive to resolution.' ( .... ) There is a need for 
'approaches that capture the semantics and integrity constraints currently em- 
bedded within applications that may also need to be integrated for access by 
other applications.' [5] 
Obtaining declarative specifications from imperative programming language 
constructs is a very hard problem. For general-purpose application code, this 
problem may be next to unsolvable in an automatic way. This is probably the 
reason why work on database application program analysis has been very scarce, 
and the semantic information extracted by approaches like the one of [9] is 
rather limited. In this paper, we present echniques for attacking the problem 
anyway, in which we exploit the particular characteristics of relational database 
application software. Due to space limitations, our discussion is brief. For details, 
the reader is referred to [11]. Although we will show that there exist sufficient 
application features that can be dealt with generically to justify the formulation 
of a translation framework, the general reverse ngineering problem remains very 
hard and can be dealt with only semi-automatically. As we are dealing with a 
relatively unexplored problem, we use a case-based approach to illustrate the 
problem itself and the possibilities offered by our techniques. 
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we review 
earlier work exploited in our approach. In Section 3, we discuss techniques for 
deriving object methods from relational application code. Section 4 demonstrates 
how such methods can be reorganised into actual operations and constraints 
embedded in the original operation code. Section 5 presents our conclusions. 
2 Corners tones  
2.1 The TM language 
The target model of our reverse engineering effort should be a specification 
language with a rich and formal semantics. Such a language will enable us to 
both model and reason about the semantics of database software. As will be 
shown in Section 5, these features will for example nable us to infer class con- 
straints from class methods obtained through reverse ngineering. The TM [1, 
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6] object-oriented database specification language meets these requirements. It 
has a formal semantics based on set-theory. TM allows the specification of data 
structures in terms of Classes and Sorts (the latter being abstract data types 
without object identity). Both methods and constraints may be defined on these 
data structures, using a computationally complete, functional data manipulation 
language, which is also capable of expressing set-oriented queries in a declarative 
way. This DML will be used as the target language of our translation. A large and 
well-defined subset of TM-specifications is executable; the mapping to an OO-PL 
is performed at the implementation stage. However, our approach is sufficiently 
general to be geared towards any language with comparable expressiveness. 
2.2 Schema t rans la t ion  
Below we present he schema for the example relational database used through- 
out this paper. It describes a concession database registering the ownership of 
concessions to exploit certain pieces of, say, oil-containing surfaces. The location 
of a concession is determined by a set of boundary points. Additional information 
is provided on keys and inclusion dependencies for attribute values. 
C0NC-HOLDER(chno, name, address) 
CONCESSION(eoncno, name, chno) 
BOUND-POINT(Id, lat, lon) 
CONC-BOUND (eoncno, bound-id) 
C0NCESSION.chno C C0NC-HOLDER.chno 
CONC-BOUND.concno C CONCESSION.concno 
CONC-BOUND.bound-id C BOUND-POINTid 
The definition of an object-oriented view of a relational database is based on 
schema translation methodologies, which have been described extensively in lit- 
erature (e.g. [2,3,7]). Applying such a translation methodology may lead to a 
corresponding TM-schema s in Figure 1. The object-valued attributes and the 
constraints defined on them are derived from the inclusion dependencies of the 
relational schema. The ]?-symbol denotes a set-valued attribute. 
The schema translation induces a relationship between classes and tables. 
Table 1 illustrates this relationship. 
Class Table 
ConcessionHolder CONC-HOLDER 
Concession CONCESSION 
Concession CONC-BOUND 
BoundaryPoint BOUND-POINT 
BoundaryPoint CONC-BOUND 
Table  1. The relationship between classes and tables 
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class ConcessionHolder 
attributes chno :int, 
address :stnng 
end ConcessionHolder 
na~le  
class Concession 
attributes concno : int, owner 
name : string,bounded-by 
object constraints 
o1: forall x in bounded-by I self in x.bounds 
end Concession 
class BoundaryPoint 
attributes id : int, lat 
Ion : real, bounds 
object  constra ints  
o1: forall x in bounds I self in x.bounded-by 
end BoundaryPoint 
: string, 
: ConcessionHolder, 
: PBoundaryPo in t  
: rea l ,  
: PConcession 
Fig. 1. TM-translation of the relational schema 
2.3 Trans la t ion  of SQL-statements 
In [10], we presented an algorithm for the translation of individual SQL- 
statements o TM- methods. The algorithm is comparable to, but more pow- 
erful than the algorithm described in [8]. The algorithm exploits the additional 
semantics acquired in the translation from the relational to the object-oriented 
schema. Thus, typical relational features like specifying joins, semijoins and an- 
tijoins in a query [4] are translated by navigating through the inheritance and 
aggregation structure of the object schema. 
BoundaryPoint Concession 
chno,chno ~ ~ Efk 
~ . Eisa 
.< . . . . . . . .  ~. Eme 
ConcessionHolder 
< . . . . .  :~" Etb 
Fig. 2. The Join Materialisation Graph for the example object schema 
The algorithm is based on matching the join structure specified in an SQL- 
query to the materialised joins available through the isa-relations and object 
references in the object schema. Figure 2 shows the so-called Join Material- 
isation Graph of the object schema, a graph-based representation f the joins 
materialised in the object schema through object references obtained from either 
foreign keys (fk) or relationship tables (tb), through the identification of miss- 
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ing entities (me) from the relational schema, or through isa-relationships. This 
graph is subsequently matched to a comparable r presentation f an SQL-query, 
the Query Join Graph [4]. A QJG may consist of joins, semijoins and antijoins. 
The matching of the two graphs leads to the identification of the complex object 
definition implicit in the query. The translation TM-method is then defined on 
the root class of this complex object definition. Figure 3 presents a query trans- 
lation example. Note that in certain cases, the semantics of the object schema 
allows for disposing of constructs like exists. For details we refer to [10]. 
SELECT 
FROM 
WHERE 
H.name,  H.address  
CONC-HflLDER H 
EX ISTS  SELECT * 
FROM CONCESSION C~ CONC-BOUND B, 
BOUND-POINT P 
WHERE P . id :B .bound- id  AND B .concno=C.concno  
AND C.chno:H.chno AND P.lat<10.0 
, , , " Ejn 
CONC-HOLDER CONCESSION CONC-BOUND BOUND-POINT ~ Esj 
class retrieval method for Concesss 
Trans(out P( nm,  addr :  s t r ing  )) 
unnest  
co l lec t  
co l lec t  ( r im:  c .owner .name,  addr= c .owner .address  ) 
for  p in  c .bounded-by  
l i t  p . lat  (10 .0  
fo r  c in  se l f  
Fig. 3. Example SQL-query, Query Join Graph, and TM-translation 
3 T rans la t ion  o f  ob jec t  behav iour  
In the relational context, object behaviour is encoded in application software. 
Such application software is typically written in a general-purpose language such 
as C, using embedded SQL for the database interaction. Figure 4 shows a pos- 
sible definition of C-data structures contained in an application program on the 
relational database. In Figure 5, a C-function implementing a database opera- 
tion is listed. The operation NewConc inserts a new concession i to the database. 
Before the actual insertion, however, it is checked if the concession to be inserted 
overlaps a concession owned by a different concession holder. If this is the case, 
the insertion is not performed. 
Based on this example, we discuss the possibilities of deriving object methods 
from relational application code. As an illustration of our eventual goal, consider 
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s t ruc t{  long concno;  char  name[s t rs i ze ] ;  char  owner_name[s t rs i ze ]  ; 
long owner_chno;  BoundaryPoint **bounded_by;  
}Conc ; 
struct{ long id; double fat; double lon; 
} BoundaryPoint ; 
Fig. 4. C-data structure of the application 
the TM-translation for the procedure NewConc listed in Figure 6. Note that in 
an object-oriented nvironment, general data manipulation can be performed 
within the database context, leading to a huge difference in code volume. 
Structure o~ relational applications Our approach exploits the typical structure 
of relational database applications, consisting of three phases: (1) the selection 
and importation of the data on which processing is to take place; (2) the ma- 
nipulation of this buffered ata; and (3) the update of the database. As space 
limitations prevent us from giving a full account of the analysis of each of these 
phases, in the next subsections we present he two main techniques developed 
in our approach. For a more complete discussion we refer to [11]. 
3.1 Shadow types 
Our approach to the reverse ngineering ofcode such as in the example is based 
on the observation that both the object schema nd the C-data structures define 
views of the relational database. For the object schema, the relationship between 
the view and the relational schema is determined by the schema translation, as 
was illustrated in Table 1. 
Table(at,s) , C-structure(vats) (Variable), Query 
CONCESSlON(concno,name) iConc(concno,name) ( l is t_of .concs)  cons 
COSC-HOLDF~(chno,name) Conc(owaer.chno,owner_name) ( l i s t _o f . concs)  cons 
SOUND-POIST(id,lat,lon) 8oundazyPoint( id , lat , lon)  ( l ist .of_concs->bounded_by) >ts
Table 2. The relationship between tables and C-structures 
For the C-data structures, this relationship is established by the FETCH 
statement featured by embedded SQL, which binds a C-variable to the result of 
an SQL-query. The C-variable can then be seen as materialising the view defined 
by the query. 
Table 2 lists the relationships between C-structures and relational tables in- 
duced by the FETCH statements in the NewConc operation. Note that differ- 
ent queries may establish different views, materialised into different C-variables. 
Note furthermore that the relationship between the variables materialising the 
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int NewConc( Conc *newconc, int num_points) 
{ Conc **list_of_concs=malloc(.o.), *ccursor; 
BoundaryPoint *bcursor; 
int i,j,num_cons=0; 
/* Does newconc overlap existing concessions owned by others? */ 
/* Retrieve existing concessions */ 
ccursor = *list_of_concs; sql~nm = *newconc->owner_name; 
EXEC SQL DECLARE cons CURSOR FOR /* Q1 */ 
SELECT C.concno, C.name, H.name, H.chno, 
FROM CONCESSION C, CONC-HOLDER H 
WHERE C.chno = H.chno AND H.name <> :sqlnm; 
EXEC SQL OPEN cons; 
while( sqlca.sql-code == O) 
{ EXEC SOL FETCH cons INTO *ccursor; 
CCllrsor++; 
num cons++; } 
/* Retrieve associated boundary points */ 
for(i=O;i<num_cons;i++) 
{ sql_cno= *list_of_concs[i]->concno; 
EXEC SQL DECLARE pts CURSOR FOR /* Q2 */ 
SELECT B.id, B.lat, Bolon 
FROM CONC-BOUND C, BOUND-POINT B 
WHERE C.concno = :sql_cno AND B.id=C.bound-id; 
bcursor = *list_of_concs[i]->bounded_by; 
while( sqlca.sql-code == 0) 
{ EXEC SQL FETCH pts INTO *bcursor; 
bcursor++; } } 
/* Calculate overlap */ 
i=O; while( i<numcons ~ !Overlap(newconc, *list_of_concs[i]) 
{ i++; } 
/* If no overlap, enter concession */ 
if( i == numcons) 
{ sql_cno=newconc->concno; sql_nm=newconc->name; 
sql_chno=newconc->owner-chno; sql_tp=newconc->type; 
EXEC SQL INSERT INTO CONCESSION /* II */ 
VALUES ( :sql_cno, :sql_nm, :sql_chno, :sql_tp); 
for( j=O; j<num_points; j++) 
{ sql_id=newconc->bounded_by[j]->id; 
EXEC SQL INSERT INTO CDNC-BOUND /* I2 */ 
VALUES (:sql_cno, :sql_id); } } 
/* Assume points and owner already exist in the database */ 
return(SUCCESS); 
Fig. 5. Example C-function implementing a database operation 
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class update  method for Concession 
Trans(in conc: Concess ion)= 
if 
forall x in 
col lect y 
for y in self 
itf y.owner.name r conc.owner.name 
I not conc.Overlap(x) 
then  self union conc 
else self 
Fig. 6. The translation TM-method 
queries cons and pts  suggests a correlation between these queries. This is indeed 
the case, as discussed in the next subsection. 
C- Variable Class 
l i s t _o f  concs-> ( cons,  name ) Concess ion 
l i s t _o f  conc s-> (owner_chno, o~ner_name) ConcessionHolder  
l i s t_o f_concs->bounded_by-> ( id , la t ,  lon)  BoundaryPoint 
newconc-> (cons ,name) Concess ion  
nevconc-> (owner_chno, ovner_name) ConcessionHolder  
Tab le  3. The relationship between C-variables and classes 
Having determined these relationships, a relationship between C-variables 
appearing in the application code and classes from the object schema may 
now be derived. Such a class is then called the shadow type of the C-variable. 
The shadow-types of the C-variables toring the result of embedded SELECT- 
statements can easily be determined by performing a 'natural join' of the rela- 
tionship between classes and tables induced by the schema translation (Table 1), 
and the relationship between tables and C-variables induced by the primary ap- 
plication view definition phase (Table 2). The result is shown in the upper part 
of Table 3. 
For other variables v introduced in the application code we introduce the 
following rules: 
- If a statement v=vl  occurs in the code, where v l  has shadow type C, assign 
C as the shadow-type of v. 
- If a statement v=f (v l ,  v2 , . . . ,  vn) occurs in the code, where v i  has shadow- 
type Ci, assign f (C l ,C2 , . . .  ,Cn) as the shadow-type of v. 
- If none of the rules above apply, and the type of variable v is associated to 
a shadow-type C through another variable w, assign C as the shadow-type of 
V. 
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The lower part of Table 3 shows the resulting relationship for the variable 
newconc. Note that these entries result from applying the last of the rules above. 
Shadow types provide a means of organising the translation code into object 
methods. Consider for example the C-function 0ver lap(c l , c2 :  Conc), called 
in NewConc. The shadow-types of ci are Concession and ConcessionHolder. 
Thus, the function describes an operation on the complex object rooted at class 
Concession. Therefore, the function should be translated into a class method  
for Concession Overlap(c: Concession). 
3.2 T rans la t ing  embedded SQL s ta tements  
An important feature of embedded SQL is the possibility to execute multiple, 
related statements, using SQL-variables to relate attributes occurring in different 
queries. 
In Figure 5 for example, the SQL-variable sql  cno is used to relate H.chno 
from query cons (Q1) and C.concno from query pts  (Q2). Note that we need to 
lookup Table 2 indicating the attribute associated with l i s t  of cons->concno 
to discover this relationship. As Q2 is executed once for each value of H.chno 
returned by Q1, the effect of such a construction is the nesting of the result of 
Q2 in the result of Q1, based on the nesting equality H.chno=C.concno. 
Update statements may be related through SQL-variables as well. Again re- 
ferring to Figure 5, the insert statements marked/1 and/2 are related through 
the variable sql  cno. By inserting identical values for CONCESSION.chno and 
CONC-BOUND.conco, a relationship between these tables is established which 
may later be reconstructed using a query containing a join on these two at- 
tributes. 
~jn 
C C C 9 ....... 
chno-chno concnO-Concno id-bound-~d 
~ Esj 
Encst 
CONCESSION CONC-HOLDER CONC-BOUND BOUND-POINT 
Fig. 7. The aggregate join graph for Q1 and Q2 
Aggregate Join Graphs To cope with such relationships, we extend the concept 
of a query join graph associated with an SQL-query as defined by Dayal [4] to an 
aggregate join graph associated with several embedded SQL-queries or update 
statements. 
Figure 7 shows the aggregate join graph for Q1 and Q2. Note that we intro- 
duced a new kind of edge into the graph: a nesting edge, annotated with the 
nesting equality. 
Figure 8 shows an aggregate join graph for the two insertion statements I1
and/2.  Here we introduce a type of edge to represent common update values, a 
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join establishment dge, annotated with the attributes on which a join is estab- 
lished. 
concno~concno  
, D Hs j  
Encst 
CONC-BOUND CONCESSION Eezt 
Fig. 8. The aggregate join graph for/i and/2 
Analogous to [10], the translation is based on matching the AJG of the queries 
to the MOG of the object schema. A nesting required by the queries is available 
in the schema iff there exists an object reference in the object schema that was 
based on an inclusion dependency in the original relational schema involving 
exactly the attributes in the nesting equality. 1Analogously, a join establishment 
edge matches an object reference that was based on that particular join. 
The matching of an AJG and a MOG results in a set of complex object 
definitions. The SQL-statements are subsequently ranslated to a TM-method on 
the root of each of these complex object definitions. The translation depends on 
the cardinality of the object reference matching the nesting or join establishment 
edge, respectively. Due to lack of space, we here only present the translations of
Q1/ Q2 and I1/I2, respectively: 
class retrieval method for Concession 
Transl(in conc: Concession)= 
collect x 
for x in self 
iff x.owner.name r conc.owner.name 
class update method  for Concession 
Trans2(in conc: Concession): 
self = self union conc 
Note how the shadow-types of C-variables were used in this translation. Note 
furthermore that join establishment edges are translated to simple updates of 
complex objects identified by the matching of these edges. 
Complete translation The complete translation consists of putting the results of 
the analysis of each of the three application phases together. The analysis of 
the first phase yields a complex object structure upon which the application 
acts, using our SQL translation algorithm. The analysis of the second phase 
identifies function evaluations performed on this complex object structure. Note 
x If there is no such match, we have to resort to a 'blunt', quasi-relational translation 
of the SQL-query. See [10]. 
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that updates made to the data buffered in the application eed not be translated 
unless they are eventually effectuated on the database through SQL-statements 
issued in the database update phase. These effects can be accounted for by again 
applying our SQL translation algorithm. 
As an illustration, note how the translation method of Figure 6 is composed 
from the translations of Q1/Q2 and I1/I2 given above. For more details, refer to 
[11]. 
4 Database  operat ions  and  const ra in ts  
The constraint definition facilities provided by relational DBMSs are usually in- 
adequate for definition of integrity constraints in complex application domains. 
Therefore, the enforcement of such constraints i typically implemented by ap- 
plication software. However, TM offers the possibility of defining arbitrarily com- 
plex first-order constraints on the database state. Therefore, the translation of 
database operations of the nature described above can be taken one step further 
to extract integrity constraint definitions from operations implementing their 
enforcement. 
The operation Neuqonc is a typical example of such an integrity checking 
operation. The actual insertion of new data into the database takes place only if 
a certain condition holds. Once these operations have been translated into TM, 
such conditions can easily be rewritten to class constraints. In the example of 
Figure 6, the condition Insert(o) under which a Concession object is added to 
the class extent (represented by the keyword self), is the following: 
Insert(o) : Vx E {y E self ly.owner.name ~ o.owner.name}l~o.Overlap(x) 
This can be rewritten to the following class constraint: 
Vx C self fry C self ly.owner.name r x.owner.name A y ~ x ~ -~x.Overlap(y) 
Since y.owner.name ~ x.owner.name ~ y ~ x, this can be rewritten to the 
TM-constraint 
class constraint for Concession 
forall x in self 1 
not exists y in self I 
y.owner.name ~ x.owner.name and x.Overlap(y) 
The translation of the operation NeuConc itself then reduces to the translation 
of the insertion statements. 
Note that by first translating the entire operation to TM, and only then 
extracting the integrity constraints, we benefit from the formal semantics of TM 
expressions, making the actual extraction relatively easy. 
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5 Conc lus ion  
This paper described the translation of database operations from a relational to 
an object-oriented context. We dwelled upon the necessity of such a translation 
as a means of describing the semantics of interoperable databases, to support 
data migration, to ease code maintenance, and to enable code reuse. 
We described two main reverse engineering techniques, based on the typical 
view defining and manipulating structure of relational database applications: a 
translation algorithm for embedded SQL, and the notion of object classes as 
shadow types of program variables. These are the basis for a more complete 
framework described in [11]. We showed that constraint definitions that were 
hidden in the application software in the relational context can be discovered 
and made explicit in the object-oriented translation. 
It is clear that further research on this subject is needed. The framework 
could be refined and additional code analysis techniques developed. 
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